Annex D

Ola Owojori
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection & Regulatory Services
London SW2 1EG
Phone: 020 7926 1649
Mobile: 077 1240 2152
Email: OOwojori@lambeth.gov.uk
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/licensing/
Items by post should be sent to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Community Safety, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG
Items for courier or hand delivery should be delivered to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Community Safety, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG

From:
Sent: 11 February 2021 14:24
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: For the attention of Mr Ola Owojori
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Owojori
I am writing to ask for your help in relation to certain licensing applications (with which you are
involved) on behalf of Getir in relation to 196 Carlisle Lane, SE1 7LH.
I apologise that my questions may stem from my lack of understanding of the licensing system.
This is the first time I have had to deal with such matters and there is a steep learning curve.
These matters a pertinent to Getir’s application for a new Premises Licence:
21/00008/PRMNEW | Premises Licence (new application) | Open for Consultation | Arch 196
Carlisle Lane London SE1 7LH (lambeth.gov.uk)
Getir has applied for a number of TENs and variations to TENs. I am concerned that Getir may
have acted improperly in regard to their TENs. If so, that would call into question their propriety
to hold a Premises Licence. To clarify things, I have three questions about the various TENs.
1. I believe that the Police objected to the first TEN application on the grounds that it sought
to serve alcohol 24 hours a day. As a result, the TEN was restricted to the hours of 08:00
to 00:00. It appears that subsequent TENs including that linked below appear to cover 24
hours. Please can you help me to understand why the restricted hours required by the
Police do not appear to have been observed by Getir in relation to TENs and variations
after the initial one.
21/00010/TEN | Temporary Event Notice | Current Licence | Arch 196 Carlisle Lane

London SE1 7LH (lambeth.gov.uk)
2. I attach a photo of the front door of 196 Carlisle Lane, taken on 6 February. The only TEN
displayed is one that appears to have expired. Does this mean that any alcohol that Getir
was serving at that time was in breach of Licensing Rules? If so, do you know if they were
in fact selling alcohol at that time? I downloaded their App and I believe that they were
selling alcohol then.
3. I attach two screenshots which confirm that Getir was definitely selling alcohol on 9
February. As far as I can tell, previous TENs had expired by that date and their current TEN
(linked above) would not come into force until 16 February. However, I may have
misunderstood. Were Getir in breach of their TENs in selling alcohol on 9 February?
I’m grateful for your help. I suspect there may not be enough time for you to reply before the
deadline tomorrow for representations on the Premises Licence so I plan to make a passing
reference to these matters in that representation on the grounds that I am not sure whether or
not there have been breaches.
Kind regards,
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